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Dear Customer,

We are grateful that you have chosen us as your preferred product vendor. 
You are an incredibly important customer, and serving you has been an 
honor.

We hope that, speaking on behalf of the Company, you appreciate the 
excellent quality of our goods and services. We will continue to make every 
effort to meet your standards and expectations in the future. Meanwhile, it 
is only through your unwavering support and patronage that we can get 
out of bed each morning.

Your thoughts and suggestions have assisted us in tailoring our business 
to your precise specifications. As a token of our appreciation, we will offer
a series of new goods for our loyal customers like you; please share this 
with your friends.

We appreciate your choice of ORSKEY once again. Please bear in mind 
that all ORSKEY purchases have a one-year warranty. Kindly inform us 
if there is any more assistance we can provide.

Contacts:

America:support.us@orskey.com 

Europe: support.eu@orskey.com 

We look forward to serving you for many years to come.

Kind Regards,

ORSKEY TEAM



PLEASE READ.....
MOST IMPORTANT

1.You should charge the dashcam for at least two to three hours prior to 
use, to ensure that it doesn't become unable to save the settings.

2.We will arrange for a new suction cup and accessories free of charge if 
they break or become lost within the one-year guarantee term. Kindly 
contact our customer service department at support@orskey.com.

3.A complimentary extension cable will be provided if your vehicle has a 
long wheelbase.

4.If you connect the camera through a USB connection to the USB port in 
your car, the screen may display 'Mass storage' ,and you will need to 
connect the camera's original car charger. Alternatively, get a specialized 
long USB cable for power delivery. USB Data The cable we supply is just 
for data reading. The USB cord does not supply a constant current, which 
may result in the back camera not displaying correctly.

5.To ensure uninterrupted video recording while driving, please disable the 
'Motion Detection' function.

6.Please set the G-sensor sensitivity to Low or turn it off; otherwise, the 
video file will be easily frozen when your car brakes, even if the dash cam's 
loop recording feature is on. For product stability, format the memory card 
at least once a month.

7.Memory cards, in general, have a limited lifespan. Long-term usage may 
result in the inability to store data. It is advised that you acquire a new 
memory card in this instance. The firm will not be accountable for data loss 
as a result of prolonged use. When our product includes a memory card, it 
comes with a six-month warranty. We can replace it for you if it is 
damaged.

8.Do not forget to activate the video lock feature. If you have a video that 
requires immediate saving, you may locate it in playback mode and lock it 
to prevent it from being overwritten.

9.If you wish to turn off the screen but keep the dash cam recording, 
simply select 'screen save' in the settings; the dash cam will continue to 
film normally.
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PLEASE READ.....
MOST IMPORTANT
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10.The ambient temperature range for the typical operation of this 
device is between -10°C and 60°C. Exceeding this temperature range 
may result in the failure of the product.

11.If you require 24-hour monitoring, you must purchase the Hardwire 
Kit (NOT INCLUDED). Connecting the uninterruptible power supply 
without authorization may result in the vehicle or product malfunctioning. 
Please consult an expert for installation issues.

12.Why does the suction mount detach after prolonged use? Due to 
prolonged usage, the suction mount deteriorated due to the continual 
exposure to extreme temperature fluctuations, resulting in a decrease in 
the internal and exterior pressure differential.

13.If you leave your car's cigarette lighter on all the time, it will remain 
connected to the power source after the automobile is turned off, and 
you will need to switch it off manually.

14.Ensure that the memory card is installed correctly; otherwise, it will 
fall out or cause harm to the card slot.

15.If you need to watch the video on your computer and the player is not 
working properly, please use another player. (VLC media player, Pot 
player, or KM player are all examples).

16.Ensure that the power is turned off before inserting or removing the 
memory card.

17.If this product is directly linked to the vehicle's power supply 
system,avoid using it for an extended period without the engine running 
since this will cause the battery to lose power.

18.Avoid subjecting this device to excessive shocks or vibrations to avoid 
damaging it and resulting in failure or unavailability.

19.Never install or operate this product while driving a vehicle. Please 
utilize only to the extent authorized by law.



PLEASE READ.....
MOST IMPORTANT

If you do NOT use GENUINE & BRANDED, CLASS 10 Speed Micro-
SD Card, or if the card is more than 32GB in capacity, the camera will 

display a message reading ‘ insert C6 and above the card’

WHAT SHOULD YOU DO IF YOU GET A MEMORY CARD-RELATED 
ERROR MESSAGE?

1. Ensure that you utilize the required CLASS 10 speed and a 32GB or 
smaller memory card ( If YES, then ...) Does NOT support microSD cards 
with capacities of 64GB, 128GB, or 256GB.
2. Format the memory card in the camera by going to the system settings 
of the camera.
3. Restart the camera and attempt again after formatting the card as 
FAT32 64KB on the PC. Alternatively, please try inserting the card before 
powering on the dash cam; if the dash cam does not detect the card, just 
switch off the camera and insert the card; then power on the dash cam.
4. If the Memory Card-related Error continues to occur, the memory card 
is either faulty or NOT Genuine. Please obtain a replacement memory card 
from a nearby electronics retailer such as Best Buy, Stapies, or Office 
Depot. To ensure that you receive a Memory Card that is 100 percent 
genuine and recommended.

FAKE MEMORY CARD ALERT:

Avoid purchasing memory cards from eBay or other third-party dealers 
online ; you will almost certainly end up with a FAKE memory card. Fake 
memory cards and their packaging appear identical to genuine ones; 
however, the memory card's speed and performance are different. It is just a 
class 4 connection, which is insufficient for this 1080P video camera.

Q: Why my dash cam saying 'sd card is full' ? 

A: 1. Does NOT support microSD cards with 64GB, 128GB, or 256GB. It is 
limited to 32GB of storage. If these memory cards are used, the loop 
recording capability will be disabled.
2. Reduce the sensitivity of the G-sensor to Low or disable it entirely; the 
video file will be easily frozen when your car brakes, even if the dash cam's
loop recording function is enabled.
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PLEASE READ.....
MOST IMPORTANT
3. If you enable G sensor and parking mode, too many locked files will 
result in the card becoming full. Simply disable G sensor, motion detection, 
and parking mode.
4. Once the needed video has been extracted to the computer, format
the memory card. When the memory card is reinserted into the dashcam
after formatting, the "memory card is full" message should show. The 
memory card should be damaged.
5. If you are using a brand-new memory card, a notice stating that the 
memory card is full shows after a brief recording period. Then again, this 
type of memory card may have been updated, rendering the loop recording 
capability inoperable.
Q: How long  can  the dashcam Loop  recording  the  video?

A: All ORSKEY dashcams record continuously and overwrite and 
preserve the most recent video. For example, a 16GB memory with the 
highest resolution can save the latest 1.5~1.75 hours of single front 
camera footage. In comparison, a 32GB memory with the highest 
resolution can keep the latest 3.0~3.5 hours of single front camera 
video. For example, the highest quality 16GB memory card can save the 
most recent 1.25~1.5 hours of front and after camera footage, while the 
32GB memory card can hold the most recent 2.5~3.0 hours of front and 
after camera video. Note: It doesn't save videos of all journeys.

Q: Why does my dash cam turns off randomly? 

A:The first explanation might be that the power connection is not 
steady; a properly connected power supply is sufficient.
Another explanation is that the card is full; when the card is full, the 
camera does not have enough room to save fresh files and turns off, 
reminding you to format the card. We recommend that you format your 
card regularly to extend its life..

Q:Dash cam keeps on and off when I am driving,what's happened? 

A: It is possible that the power connection is not steady; please ensure 
that the power cord cigar lighter car charger is securely connected to 
the car's cigar lighter socket and that power is supplied continuously. If 
you are properly connected but still have this issue, the power cord for 
the car charger is likely faulty. Contact us, and we will send you a 
replacement charger.
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PLEASE READ.....
MOST IMPORTANT
Q:Why is the camera unable to be switched on? 
A:1)To begin, determine whether the machine is damaged. Remove the 
memory card first, and then attach a charger with a USB interface (such as a 
mobile phone charger) through a USB cable to verify that the camera is 
powered on. If it is unable to be turned on, please put a needle into the reset 
hole for more than three seconds and then push the power button. If the 
machine can be switched on, it is not harmed. Please re-insert and format 
the memory card to determine if it can record normally. If the equipment 
continues to be unresponsive, it is likely damaged; please contact us for a 
replacement. 
2)Second: After completing the first stage of the test, if the machine is in 
good condition, proceed to the automobile charging test. Connect the car 
charger to the vehicle's cigarette lighter and then power the dashcam. If the 
car charger can be switched on and recorded normally, it is not harmed. If, 
however, the vehicle charger is reconnected and continues to switch on and 
off automatically while driving, the charger is broken; please contact us for a 
replacement. If the car charger cannot be switched on normally, it is 
damaged; please contact us for a replacement. 
3)Thirdly, if the vehicle charger is not broken, the memory card may cause 
the car to crash. If the memory card has been formatted but remains 
unusable, please replace it with another memory card.
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Q:Why my dash cam always auto turn on and off?

A:This dash cam has parking monitor function, if you turn the
parking mode on, the dash cam will auto turn on and starts a 30semergency 
recording and then turn off when the internal G sensor detects a shake. To 
solve this issue, we suggest you turn off the parking mode when driving and 
turn it on while you parked car. Then the parking monitor will help you protect 
your car after your car parked.
Q:Why can't dashcam record normally after it is turned on?

A:1)  Please insert the right memory card and check for damage to the 
memory card.
2) If you purchase both front and back cameras, you should verify that your 
rear display functions correctly. When the front camera detects that the 
camera is unable to show normally, the camera will be unable to record 
normally. (Please verify the rear camera solution.) If the issue cannot be 
resolved, please detach the rear camera and contact us to arrange for a 
replacement.



Main function introduction

HDR (High Dynamic Range): off/ on. Default value: on. 
Used to adjust the brightness of the video clips. Suitable for situations like 
low or back light.

Loop Recording: The cam will cyclically record new videos under the time 
interval you set. Off / one minute / three minutes / five minutes. Default 
value: three minutes 

Motion detection: on/off. Default value: off. 
It starts recording once it detects moving subjects within 3 meters in front 
of the lens, otherwise it stops recording. It automatically starts recording 
video and stops recording after no dynamic motion appears.

Parking Monitoring: Under parking mode, the dash cam is in the power-0ff 
condition. The dash cam will automatically turn on and record when detect 
a vibration.

G-sensor: off/ Low/ Medium/ High. Default value: Medium.
The cam automatically looks video that is being recorded once it detects 
shaking or collision. Flies that are locked won't be overwritten/ covered.

Screen Saver: Off/30 seconds / one minutes / two minutes.

Default value: Off   Note:If there is no operation on the cam within 
the set time, the screen will go black to save power. But the cam still 
keeps recording.

About 24-hour monitoring：
We recommend using the following methods to achieve 24-hour monitoring 
( Need to be used with hardwire kit ).

1. 1.Connect the hardwire kit's red wire to BAT+ and then switch on the 
motion detection feature after you're finished. Alternatively, activate the 
parking monitoring function and then deactivate it. It will automatically 
switch on and continue recording when it detects the vibration. Nota bene: 
This sort of connection will drain the car's battery and cause it to fail.
2.Connect the hardwire kit's red line to the ACC and enable parking 
monitoring and gravity sensor functionality. After the vehicle is switched off, 
the parking monitoring function is activated automatically. It will switch on 
and record for about 20 seconds when vibrated.
3.Connect the hardwire kit's red line to BAT+ and allow it to record 24 hours 
continuously until the car battery reaches its lowest voltage, at which point it 
will automatically shut down.
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About this Guide 
The information included in this document is provided for informational 
purposes only and is subject to change without notice. We make every effort 
to assure the accuracy and completeness of this User Guide. However, no 
responsibility is accepted for such mistakes or omissions. Without previous 
warning, the manufacturer retains the right to modify the technical 
specifications. This handbook applies to the following models:This manual is 
applicable to S660 S680 S760 S780 S800 S900 and S900a.

Introduction

Thank you for purchasing ORSKEY Dash Cam. This device is 
specifically designed for real-time video and audio recording when driving.

Package Contents

The package mainly contains the following items. (Different types of 
accessories are different, please refer to the details page)

Table 1. Package

Warm tips: 
Notify your provider immediately if any items are missing or damaged: 
support@orskey.com. 

Car Recorder Suction Mount 

Car Charger Mini USB Cable
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Product Overview

1. TF Card Slot 2. UP 3.Menu 4.Down

5. HD Interface 6. Stand Base 7.USB Interface 8.OK

9. Mode 10.Lock 11.Power 12.Lens

13.Display Screen 14. Loudspeaker 15. MIC 16.Reset
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Standby 
mode

Display 
on / off

/ / / 

Display 
on / off

Lock / unlock 
the current files

Change mode 
/ Stop playing 
the video

Power button

Lock button

M button

OK button

Up button

Menu button

Down button

Change mode

Start 
recording

    /

Enter 
into menu

/

/

/

      / /

/

Enter into
menu

Stop 
recording

Change mode

Take a photo Play the video

Last / 
Volume up

Enter 
into menu

Next / 
Volume down

/

Recording 
mode

Photo Mode 

Display 
on / off

Display 
on / off

Playback Mode 

Table2. Buttons
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Getting    Started

Insert the memory card with the gold contacts toward the screen and 
the memory card with the letters toward the camera's lens.

To insert the SD card
Push the memory card until it clicks into place (poke the card with a slim 
needle or credit card deeply till it clicked in the card slot). If not, it will pop 
out. Then power on camera & format card on it.

To remove the memory card 
Push the edge of the memory card inward until you hear/feel it click, 
and then allow it to push out until you can remove it from the slot. 

Warm Tips: 
When the device is powered on, avoid removing or inserting the memory 
card. This may result in memory card and dash cam damage.
It only supports microSD cards with a capacity of 4 to 32 GB and a Class 10 
or higher speed. Before the dash cam is used for the first time, it is advised 
that the micro SD cards be formatted. Additionally, please format the micro 
SD card on a regular basis to conserve space. Please make a backup of any 
critical files on the SD card prior to formatting.

Once a month, we recommend that you format the memory card.

Installing in Vehicles Mount to Windshield

Attach the bracket to the device. Turn the screw until it is completely fixed.
With the suction cup lying flat, position the suction cup on the windshield. 
Hold the base firmly on the windshield and press down the clamp to 
mount the car holder to the windshield. Make sure the base is securely 
locked in place.
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Warm Tips: 
Install the device near the rear-view mirror to obtain the best open-field 
view. Do NOT install the dashcam in a location that will obstruct your 
required driving view. 
Make sure that the lens is within the wiping range of the windscreen 
wiper to ensure a clear view even when it rains.
Do not touch the lens with your fingers. Finger grease may be left on the 
lens and will result in unclear videos or snapshots. Clean the lens on a 
regular basis. 
Do not install the device on a tinted window. Doing so may damage the 
tint film.

Connecting to Power
Use only the supplied car charger to power up the device. 
Connect the car charger's one end to the dash camera's USB port.
Connect the vehicle's cigarette lighter socket to the other end of the car 
charger. The dash camera automatically powers on and begins recording 
when the vehicle's engine is started.
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Warm Tips: 
It will begin recording as soon as the engine begins. However, if you wait for 
a red light with the motor running and then restart the car, it will not record 
automatically..

Warm Tips: 
If you turn on manually, it will take a while. And it is normal. 

Powering the dash camera On / Off 
Auto Power On/Off 
The camera automatically turns on when the vehicle's engine is started. 
When auto power-off is disabled, the dash cam will remain powered on 
even when not recording. When auto power-off is enabled (1 minute, 3 
minutes), the dash cam will turn off after the time specified. This is only 
effective when the device is not recording.
Manual Power On/Off 
To manually turn on the power, press the POWER button. 
To turn off, press and hold the POWER button for at least 3 seconds. 

Table 3. Light Indicators

Blue: Power light
Red: Charging light

Recording
Not Recording
Charging

Blue light flashes
Solid Blue
Solid RED

Fully Charged / Not Charging No RED light
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Warm Tips: 
The button functions are different depending on whether the unit is 
currently recording or not. 
The dash cam must be paused in order to enter the Settings Menu. 
The Setup settings can be accessed from The Video, Photo, and Playback 
mode.

Initial Settings 
When the Dash Cam is turned on for the first time, it will instantly begin 
recording on the video screen. Additionally, you will be prompted to submit 
some basic configuration information.

When the dash cam is turned on for the first time, Press the OK button to 
stop and start recording.

The dash cam settings are divided into 4 categories: Setup menu, Video 
settings, Photo settings and Playback settings.

Setup Menu
Turn on the dash cam and it will record automatically.
Then press the OK button to stop it.
Press the Menu button on the left twice to enter into the setup settings. 
Press the ▲ and ▼ button to select a menu option and press the OK 
button to enter the selected menu. 
Press the Menu button on the left to exit the menu.

Park mode

Date / Time
Auto Power Off

Screensaver

Beep Sound
Language 

Frequency

Flash

Format

Default Setting
Version 

Before using the device, we recommend you to set up the correct date and 
time

Table 4. Setup Menu
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Date / Time

Auto Power Off
OFF / 1 Minutes / 3  

Screen Saver

Off / On

English / Français / 
Español / Português / 
Deutsch / Italiana /简体
中文 / 繁体中文 /
русский / 日本语

Beep Sound

Language

Frequency

Format Cancel / OK

Flash

50 Hz / 60 Hz

2021/01/01

00:00:00

YY/MM/DD

1. Press the OK button to enter the date /
time setting. 
2. Use ▲ and ▼ button to set numbers.
3. Use the OK button to enter
thesettingof the next number.

4. After setting the right numbers, press 
Menu button to save the setting and exit.

1. Press the OK button to enter the setting.
2. Press ▲ and ▼ to select.
3. Press the OK button to save and exit.

1. Press the OK button to enter 
theformatsetting.

2. Press ▲ and ▼ to select Cancel or OK.
3. Press the OK button to save and exit.

Pake mode
With a parking monitor and motion 
detection function, the dashcam will 
continuously  monitor your car condition 
24hours to observe the power supply 
condition.

Off / On

OFF / 30 Seconds / 1 

Minutes / 2 Minutes

Minutes 

Off / On

1. Press the OK button to enter the 
setting.

2. Press ▲ and ▼ to select.
3. Press the OK button to save and exit. 
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Default Setting 

Version 

Cancel / OK

1. Press the OK button to enter the 
defaultsetting.

2. Press ▲ and ▼ to select Cancel or OK.
3. Press the OK button to save and exit.

/

Warm Tips: 
Some vehicles will keep recording while the engine is turned off. You may 
perform one of the following if this happens: 
If you are able, switch the cigarette lighter off manually.
Pull the vehicle adapter out of the cigarette lighter.

Video Mode
When the vehicle engine starts and activates the automatic recording feature, 
the dashcam automatically switches on and begins recording. When the 
engine is turned off, the recording will end automatically. Otherwise, just hit 
the OK button to end the recording.

/



Connecting to PC

This device can connect to a computer via the USB ports located on 
the top of the unit. 
When it contacted to the PC, there is Mass storage for you,Press OK to 
confirm. Mass storage--you can view the videos and photos in the dash 
cam

Video storage folder description
DCIMA: front camera video 
DCIMB: rear camera video
LOCA: front camera locked video 
MOVA: front camera normal video
LOCB: rear camera locked video 
MOVB:rear camera normal video

Q:How to view playback on  a laptop?
A:Method 1: Use a card reader to view playback video on laptop. First, 
insert the memory card into the card reader, and then insert the card 
reader into the computer's USB port.
Method 2: Connect dash cam with laptop directly with the package 
included mini USB data cable. Select 'Mass Storage',click 'OK' button. 
Suggestion: Download VLC media player to view the playback video on PC 
more smoothly

Q:How to view playback on dash cam?
A：First, press the 'OK' button to stop recording, then press the  'M' mode 
button to switch to playback mode, and press the up and down buttons to 
select the video. You can also select the video to be locked, unlocked, or 
deleted by pressing the menu button.
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1. Video Mode

4. Emergency Lock

7. Parking Monitor

10. Date

15. Loop Recording

2. Under Recording 3. G-sensor

5. Recording Time 6. Resolution

9. Time

12  

910

00:02:10

20

1 2 34 5

6

8

12
13

14

15

11

16

AAAAAAAA

13.

8. Micro SD Card
11. Audio

14.Motion Detection

1  L   (Only show in video)

Table 5. Video Mode-Screen Display
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Resolution 

Loop Recording 

Exposure

Motion Detection

Record Audio 

Date Stamp
G-Sensor
HDR

Resolution 

Loop Recording 

HDR

Exposure

Off / 1 Minute / 2 
Minutes / 3 Minutes/ 5 
Minutes

Off / On

Off / On

Off / On

Off / On

Off / high / in / low

Motion Detection 

Record Audio

Date Stamp

G-Sensor

Under motion detection mode,the device 
will automatically start recording when any 
object movement is detected.

Enable or disable sound recording 
with the video

Turn On / Off the time and date 
stamp shown on recorded files

Turn off or adjust the sensitivity of the 
built in G Sensor. The G Sensor 
detects forces which will automatically 
protect the current re-cording in 
event of a collision.

Increase or decrease the quality of the 
recorded video

Select the duration of the individual 
re-corded video files

Present a crisp and clear picture quality 
with harmonious contrast in high 
contrast, high discrepancy environment

Adjust exposure level for different 
light conditions

+2.0 / +5/3 /+4/3 /
+1.0 /+2/3 /+1/3 /
+0.0 /-1/3 /-2/3 /-1.0
/ -4/3 /-5/3 /-2.0

1080FHD 1920×1080 /   
1080P 1440×1080 /720P 
1280×720

License plate

License Plate
Press the OK button to enter the car 
NO. setting.（Not displayed on the 
screen, only displayed in the video.）

ABC / 123

Table 6. Video Mode-Settings

Switch sound

Switch Sound
Enable or disable startup or shutdown 
sound Off / On
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1. Photo Mode
4. Sequence
7. Micro SD card

2. Exposure 3. Anti-shaking
5. Resolution 6. Quality
8. ISO 9. AWB

Photo Mode 
You can also use this dash camera to take photos of the current 
scene. From the standby screen, press the OK button to take a photo.

Warm Tips: 
If it is recording, press OK button to stop recording. 
Press M button to Photo mode.
Press ▲ OR ▼ button to select the setting.

Table 7.  Photo Mode Interface

 

12M

1 3 4

5

6

7

8

9
2
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Table 8. Photo Mode-Settings

Resolution
Sequence

Quality

White Balance

ISO
Exposure

Anti-Shaking

Quick Review

Date Stamp

Resolution 

Sequence

Quality

12M 4032 X 3024 / 10M 
3648 X 2736 / 8M 3264 X 
2448/ 5M 2592X1944 /3M 
2048 X 1536 /2MHD 1920 
X1080 / 1.3M 1280 X 960 

Off / On

Strong / Normal / Soft

Auto / Daylight / Cloudy / 
Tungsten / Fluorescent

Auto / 100 / 200 / 400

Off / On

Off / Date / Date / Time

Off / 2 Seconds / 5 
Seconds

+2.0 / +5/3 / +4/3 / +1.0 / 
+2/3 / +1/3 / +0.0 / -1/3 / 
-2/3 / -1.0 / -4/3 / 
-5/3 / -2.0

Sharpness

White Balance

ISO

Exposure

Anti-Shaking

Quick Review

Date Stamp  

Enable / Disable quick review

Enable / Disable date stamp on 
recorded events

Determine the amount of detail an im-
aging system can reproduce

Command automatically adjusts the co-
lors of the active layer by stretching the 
Red, Green, and Blue channels separately

Measure the sensitivity of the image 
sensor

Determine how light or dark an image 
will appear when it's been captured by 
your camera

Allow users to shoot images at slow 
shutter speeds, without causing blurring 
when shooting hand held

Determine the quality of the photo

Enable capturing a sequence of photos 
in response to a single photo click of the 
camera

Refer to the strength of the compression 
being applied to the image

Fine / Normal / Economy

Sharpness
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Table 9. Playback Mode-Settings

Playback Mode
This device stores video and pictures on its removable SD Card Memory. 
Playback mode will allow you to review the saved video and photos and 
playback the video with sound. 
To select a video or photo for playback, press ▲ OR ▼ button and then 
press the OK button. 
If the recording is in progress, press the OK button to stop recording.
The standby screen is displayed.
Press the M button twice to enter the playback menu.
Press the ▲ and ▼ button to select the option and press the OK to save 
and exit. There are two options for you.  

Delete

Protect

Delete

Protect

To delete file(s) , do the following:
1. Press ▲ and ▼ button to select Delete 
and press the OK button.
2. Press ▲ button and ▼ button to select 
delete current or delete all. 
3. Once selected, press the OK button
and Cancel or OK will display.

Select the files you want to lock and it will not 
be overwritten.

To protect the file(s), do the following:

1. Press ▲ and ▼ button to select Protect 
and press the OK button.

2. Press ▲ and ▼ button to select options. 
Once selected, press the OK button to save the 
setting and exit.

Delete Current / Delete All

Lock Current / Unlock 

Current / Lock All / 

Unlock All
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Display

Angle

Record method

Recording Format

Photo resolution

Video output

Language

Gravity sensor  

Manual Lock

Loop recording

Infrared night vision

USB interface

4032X3024 / 3648X2736 / 
3264X2448 / 2592X1944

Video Resolution

AVI

No

English / França is / Español / 
Português / Deutsch / Italiana /Simplified 
Chinese/ Traditional Chinese  / русский / 
Japanese

The files will be locked when in 
emergency

Press the Lock button when 
recording and the dash cam

Off / 1 Minute / 2 Minutes / 3 
Minutes / 5 Minutes

USB 2.0

Memory card Micro SD card (4GB-32GB, Class 10 or 
above)

Battery Lithium polymer battery

Power Supply DC-5V / 1.5A

Yes 

3’’ HD Screen

170 wide angle

Loop recording / Motion Detection

1920×1080 / 1440×1080 / 1280×720

Specification



Install the Rear Camera

Position 1: For easy installation, install the rear camera on the rear windshield.

Position 2: Rear camera should be installed near the license plate. Position 2 is 
very advised. Both the rear viewing and reverse guidance images are sharp and 
clear. To use the reversing function- please install the rear camera in position 

3- then connect the red trigger wire of the rear camera extension cable to
the positive lead of the vehicle reversing lamp and finally use the crowbar to
hide the cables.

Reversing Lamp
Reversing Lamp Positive Lead

Rear

Rear Camera
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Regarding the back camera, by hitting the Down button, you may choose between "Front 
Camera Only," "Rear Camera Only," or "Split Screen." If the rear camera is not visible, 
verify that the plug and socket near the back camera are connected properly; they 
should fit only one way but can easily be misaligned. Please contact us with any further 
questions or requests.



Note

① Pay attention to the connector position when connecting the rear
camera with the extension cable, please refer to the below details.

Please clean the position to ensure the adhesive quality  before installing 
the rear camera.
Please clean the rear windshield regularly to ensure the image quality if 

you choose position 1.
If you choose position 2, you can install the rear camera with theincluded 

adhesive stickers or screws.
Please make sure that the rear camera displays normally. If it does not 

work normally, it may cause the dashcam to fail to record automatically 
after it is turned on.
How to install the dual dash cam rear camera ?

Situation 1: If your vehicle does not have a built-in reversing system display 
monitor and you want dash cam reverse assistance, you must connect the 
rear cam cable's RED wire to the positive lead on the vehicle's reversing lamp 
(12-24V). When you reverse the car, the dash cam immediately displays a 
full-screen back image with an assistant line.
Situation 2: If your vehicle already includes a built-in reverse camera display 
monitor, it is unnecessary to connect the back cam's RED wire to anything; 
ignore it. Kindly contact our after-sales staff if you want additional assistance 
with rear view camera installation.

Q:What should I do when the rear camera does not display?

A:There are three possible causes of this issue.
1)The rear cam wire is not securely connected; examine all wire 
connections and ensure they are secure.
2)Please charge it using a normal vehicle charger. If you use a USB cable to 
connect to the car's USB port for power, the camera may not get enough 
current and fail to start.
3)If the rear cam or rear cam wire is faulty, don't hesitate to contact us to 
obtain a replacement wire or rear cam.

Why is the video of the rear camera mirrored?
This is true for the majority of back cameras these days. At the moment, dash 
cams at this level do not have an automatic correcting feature.
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Trouble Shooting 

Q: Does the dash cam keep running even if the ignition is off?
A: It is determined by the DC outlet on your vehicle. After the ignition is 
switched off, some automobiles' power outlets continue to operate, 
whereas others cease to operate when the car is turned off. If the cigarette 
lighter remains powered on after the ignition is turned off, please manually 
switch off the vehicle camera.

Q: Is there a way to mute the microphone?
A: Yes, you can mute the microphone in the menu setting.

Q: Why is it said that it will shut off in five seconds?
A: By default, our machine's automated shutdown is disabled. When it is 
unable to capture video or disconnect power, it will shut down 
automatically and give the impression that it cannot be charged. This 
setting is reversible. The machine's built-in battery capacity is just 
150MAH, which allows for a maximum run time of 3~5 minutes, 
necessitating continual connection to the automobile charger.

Q: Can I view the dash cam files?
A: Yes, you can view the files on playback mode. If the files are protected, 
a lock mark will show on them.

Q: Can I connect the dash cam to my MAC book?
A: Yes, you can link to your MAC computer and see your footage. 
However, if Quick Time does not play properly, please switch to 
another player. (VLC media player, Pot player, or KM player are all
examples).
Q: How to view the videos and photos using the dash cam?

A: If the dash cam is currently recording, hit the OK button to pause it. 
Then, twice click the Mode (right ) button to enter playback mode. Press ▲ 
and ▼ button to select the files. If you select a video, hit the OK button to 
begin and end the playback. Press the Mode button to return to the 
previously watched files or to select another file to view.

Q: What to do if the suction cup falls off/ unstable?
A: Please remove the suction cup's protective film before installation.
B: Before installation, please wipe the windshield.
C: Verify that the suction cup was placed properly. Assemble the suction 
cup of this cam by inserting it into the black handle on the suction cup.
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Trouble Shooting 

Q: How to view files on the cam and find which images are blurred?
A: The front windshield is very reflective. Please adjust the cam's angle to 
match the suction cup's installation location.

Q: What is the most prominent difference between videos recorded in the 
daytime and at night?
A: The transmittance of frequently used thermal insulation coatings for the 
front glass is between 68 and 80 percent. This influences the camera's 
ability to record.

Q: What should I do if the cam often shuts down or cannot be connected to 
the power supply?
A:  Each vehicle's interior design is unique. Please check that the rotation 
angle of the vehicle power adapter is set correctly and that the 
connection between the power supply and the machine is steady.
B: The machine's built-in battery has a limited life of 3-5 minutes. When 
using It, please ensure that it is connected to a power source.
C: Inspect the power lead for damage to confirm that the machine 
receives power.
D:  If the cam cannot be used in the car, connect it to another power source 
to see if the car cigar lighter's power supply is functioning properly.

Q:  Why can't the cam be turned on?
A: Verify that the power adapter's indication light is on. If there is no light, 
disconnect and replug the car charger and check the cam's power source. 
Please contact us if the car charger does not function.
B: The camera cannot be left on indefinitely. The built-in battery has a 
limited life of around 3-5 minutes. Please connect the camera to the 
cigarette lighter using the included vehicle charger.
C: Because all of our items are shipped from our manufacturer to 
Amazon's warehouse and then fulfilled by Amazon, they may remain in the 
warehouse for an extended period of time. When you receive the camera, 
immediately connect it to a power source and completely charge it.
D: Please attempt to remove the memory card first, followed by resetting 
the dash cam (insert the pin on the machine's button with the RE for 3 
seconds). Then, hold down the power button for an extended period of 
time until it turns on. It will eventually heal. Then reinsert the memory card 
and locate the format option in the settings.
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Trouble Shooting 

Q: What should I do if the cam freezes, the screen goes black or the buttons 
do not work? 
A: Check whether your card is class 10, 6-32GB, SDHC TF card 
B: Press and hold the power button to force shutdown and a restart 
C: Press Reset button to reset the cam 

Q: Why am I unable to access menu setting (No response by pressing menu 
button)?
A: After powering on, the camera will remain in video mode and 
automatically begin recording if an SD card is attached. To begin, press 
the OK button to pause the recording. Then, using the menu button, 
navigate to the settings.

Q: Why does the screen goes blue and prompts mass storage?
A: When the camera is connected to a computer or a low-voltage power 
source, it can initiate mass storage. To connect the cam to a power supply 
with standard voltage, you should use the included vehicle charger.

Q: Why won’t the cam record after being turned on?
A:  Verify that a TF card was inserted. Verify the card's format (Class 10, 
no bigger than 32GB)
B: Unplug the camera, remove the card, and reinsert it
C: Format the camera's memory card

Q: What causes abnormal video recording ending?
A: The Card format
B: Verify that the memory card's format is accurate
C: Replace the card with a properly qualified one to determine if the 
problem is a card failure.
D: The market is flooded with sub-par memory cards. These cards are of 
poor quality, impairing the camera's operation.

Q: Why does the screen goes black?
A:The screen will go dark if the camera is not operated within the 
specified time interval, even when recording. You may wake the camera up 
by pressing any button.

Q: Why do the videos have no audio?
A: Verify that the audio recording is enabled. You may verify this by looking 
at the microphone logo displayed on the screen. The up button activates 
the microphone.
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Trouble Shooting 

Q:How to prevent blurred videos?
A: Clean the lens by removing the protective coating. B: Remove the 
screen's protective layer.
B:Remove the screen's protective layer.
B: Due to the difference in screen size and the effect of the resolution, 
there will be visual variations between a cam and a computer. Therefore, 
please download the files to your computer and re-watch them on your 
computer.
C: Verify the camera's resolution. Increase the resolution.
D:  The video and photo modes are individually configured. Please 
configure the video recording and picture shooting resolutions 
independently.
E: Check whether the format of the memory card is correct

Q: Does the dash cam have to be plugged in all the time to record?
A: Yes, the dash cam has to be plugged in for continuous recording. The 
built-in rechargeable battery can only last for a couple of minutes time 
and cannot record continuously.

Q: How to fix is video time error?
A: Update to the right time according to the user manual
B: Video mode and photo mode have their settings. Please set the time 
separately in the process of connecting the cam to the computer

Q: Why am I unable to read storage and can't find the connected device?

A: Reinsert the USB cable to ensure a stable connection 
B: Change to another USB cable and check whether there is something 
wrong with the cable 
C: Connect the cam to different computers because some computer 
systems will prevent the external devices.

Q: Why can't I save the setting time and date or other Settings when I first 
get the dashcam?
A:The built-in battery dies when the dash cam is stored for an extended 
time, rendering the settings unusable. Please attach the dash cam to a 
computer through a USB cord, then turn it off and charge it for many hours. 
After that, set the time and date, and it will save automatically.
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Warranty

This Dash Cam is guaranteed for one year from the date of purchase 
against faults in materials or quality. ORSKEY will repair or replace any 
failing part that is not determined to be the result of overuse or damage 
during this time.

We reserve the right to repair or replace any cameras considered eligible 
under the conditions of this warranty. This guarantee does not cover 
damage or failure caused by accident, abuse, unauthorized repair or 
interference, or anything similar.

If you have a camera that requires warranty servicing, please contact us at 
support@orskey.com. Please email us at support@orskey.com if you have 
any general or technical queries regarding your Dash Cam. We will make 
every effort to respond to your email within 24 hours.

Disclaimer:

The ORSKEY Company is not responsible for the loss of personal data 
caused by the failure of the storage device, the decay of service life,  and 
the improper use of the equipment. Please check the storage device and 
update the software version in a timely manner, so as to  avoid loss 
during use! The driver is not allowed to operate while driving.

All the  consequences  caused  by the driver's illegal operation while 
driving does  not fall on the company! The Company shall not be liable 
for any consequences caused by an unauthorized and unqualified 
engineer's installation, disassembly, and self-disassembly of the 
mainframe.

This product is the vehicle driving image and sound and other related 
information recording equipment, accidents only as an additional 
reference.

As a reference to the audio recorded in this product, we shall not be 
responsible for the bad files, data loss, and other reasons caused by 
the abnormal situation of the dash cam.
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